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This is the first topic you will be studying in Mathematics this year. 
This sheet must be put in your notes book at the start of this topic.  You will get a new sheet for 
every topic. 
This sheet outlines the skills you will need to understand to successfully complete this unit of work.  
You should tick off each skill as you gain competency in it. 
 
In addition to this work on Angles and Shape you will also cover some Problem Solving and 
Numeracy skills.  These skills will often be included in the TGC Homework sheets.  
 
If you wish to do further study you can purchase the On Track homework book from your teacher.  
The work from this book is referenced below.  The cost is $16. 
 
I can: 

 
Problem Solving: 

 
Numeracy: 

 

 
 

Skills On Track 
HW book 

  Name angles using notations CÂB, BAC and  

 Classify angles as acute, right, obtuse, straight, reflex 

P101 

  Estimate angle size and measure angles using a protractor P102 

  Use these angle properties to find angle sizes: 
 - Angle sum of a triangle 
 - Adjacent angles on a straight line 
 - Angles at a point 
 - Vertically opposite angles, and 

 Use angle properties in isosceles and equilateral triangles 

P102,103 

  Give a direction using the Compass Rose (eight points) and  

 Give directions using bearings 

P106 

 Extra: 

 Use angle properties to find angle sizes with parallel lines 

 Use the terms supplementary and complementary 

P104,105 

  Use and show the use of these problem solving strategies: 
- Reading a question, completing a calculation, and answering the question 
- Guess,  check and refine 

  Basic facts  

  Addition and subtraction strategies P5-8 

  Use and show at least two different strategies to double and to halve P10 


